VACANCY
ICT SECURITY & COMPLIANCE OFFICER
Applications are invited from suitable candidates for the above captioned post in
the Operations Department, ICT Infrastructure Division.

Job Summary
To advise the Bank in assessing, designing, integrating and monitoring all aspects of
organizational security processes, ensuring that these processes are well defined,
managed and optimized in order to mitigate information risk and release value from
information security.
Principal Accountabilities
 To assist in the design, implementation, operation and maintenance of the
Information Security Management System based on the ISO/IEC 27000 series
standards, including certification against ISO/IEC 27001 where applicable.
 To assist in the development and updating of information security strategies,
policies and procedures, and mitigation measures to ensure that the guiding
principles for information security are identified and documented.
 To conduct vulnerability assessments across various architectures and
platforms to ensure that vulnerabilities are identified and mitigated upon.
 To conduct penetration testing across various architectures and platforms to
ensure that architectures and platforms are protected from any form of
penetration.
 To conduct security awareness campaigns to ensure that the Bank’s staff is
adequately educated and informed about information security risks so that
they can contribute to information security improvements.
 To assist in conducting audits on IT systems to ensure that security policies
and procedures are adhered to and followed to the latter.
 To review and document anomalies in audit logs from various architectures
and platforms to ensure quick detection of security incidents.

 To research in information security and technology trends to ensure that the
Bank is abreast with best practices and current threats to effectively manage
these
Knowledge & Skills
 Knowledge of information security standards
 Knowledge of business continuity standards
 Analytical skills
 Design skills
 Knowledge of hacking methodologies
 Knowledge of statutory requirements in information security
 Knowledge of IT auditing practices
Qualifications and Experience
 University Degree in Information Systems or equivalent.
 Certificate in information security an added advantage.
 Minimum 2 years’ experience in information security.
 Minimum 2 years’ in computing environment.
 Minimum 1 year experience in IT auditing.

Remuneration
The Bank offers a competitive remuneration package commensurate with
experience, value add and qualifications.

Submission Details
Applications with detailed CV and academic qualifications should be mailed
electronically to the Human Resources Manager on or before the close of business
on

the

31st

March

2017.

The

mail

address

to

be

used

is

recruitment@centralbank.org.sz and the applications should clearly indicate the
post applied for in the “subject” box. Please note that only shortlisted candidates
will be contacted. Should an incumbent not hear from the Bank within two weeks of
the closing date of this communication, please consider the application
unsuccessful.

